
R&C Leading Edge and Cubix Collaborate to
Build an NFT Game

WEST PALM BEACH, FLORIDA, UNITED

STATES, July 6, 2022 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- The Domino NFT

Game, also known as "Domino Earning

World," is a decentralized blockchain-

based gaming platform that will bring

together millions of domino

enthusiasts in a community where you

can buy, make your own, host games

and tournaments at domino centers,

with rewards such as real cash prizes,

and more.

Players Can Earn Profits: The gaming business as it is today is not at all player-friendly.

Significant emphasis in the gaming industry is placed on spending money to pay. Earning of

games may not always be easy. 

One of the central tenets of Domino's user experience is to give players a number of quick and

fair methods to make money. You may make real money by engaging in various in-game

activities, including playing to earn, purchasing and exchanging NFTs, and competing in

tournaments.

Before players take ownership of the tiles in this game, the tiles will be shuffled using controlled

RNG (Random Number Generator) technology, which creates a series of numbers or symbols

that can only be adequately predicted using random chance.

This algorithm, however, does operate within predetermined boundaries. For instance, it creates

a random integer between 0 and 10 or 20 and 60.

RNG is a critical component of many contemporary video games. Randomness prevents things

from becoming predictable and ensures interest.

The most incredible method to increase security is to use technology that has been tested and

verified alongside best practices. Domino's foundation is composed of tried-and-true methods

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.cubix.co/nft-game-development
https://www.cubix.co/nft-game-development


and solutions that have been around for a while.

The encrypted seed phrase is safely saved on the user's local storage along with other private

information, including addresses, passwords, and account information. Users control their

wallets, and no app, website, or online service provider can access any of that secured data.

The Eth-Keyring library from MetaMask is used to store and manage accounts. We use audited

and proven open-source solutions to reduce the chances of errors occurring. 

Users must verify each device that has access to the account. This boosts security for all

participants and makes the game more authentic, thereby, adding to this game’s immense

prospects.

About Cubix:

With its headquarters in Florida, USA, Cubix serves clients worldwide with innovative digital

products that help them reach their goals. Since 2008, Cubix has built tons of mobile games,

enterprise-level software, mobile apps, web apps, and websites for businesses across several

industries.

About R&C Leading Edge:

R&C Leading Edge is a business with American roots. The phrase "Leading Edge" denotes that

the company is at the vanguard, pushing beyond the conventional, and is taken from the initials

of the company's founders. 

Although "Investing in the Future" refers to our investments in the future, this concept has

several dimensions since we are concerned with both the human as well as the technical and

virtual components of the future.
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Everyone's Internet News Presswire™, tries to define some of the boundaries that are reasonable

in today's world. Please see our Editorial Guidelines for more information.
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